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Sacred Heart Medical Center (SHMC) and  
Sacred Heart Home Care Services (SH-HCS) 

Bargaining Update 2 

O ur second day of negotiations started 

Friday with an opening statement  

by management and a presentation of the 

"guiding principles" the employer's team will 

be using during this bargaining process. A full 

copy of the employer's guiding principles can 

be found on the ONA website, however, 

here's a brief summary: 

1) Commitment to our community 

2) Collaborative relationship 

3) Value of our nurses 

4) Changing healthcare landscape 

5) Common caregiver experience 

6) Operational flexibility 

7) Wages and benefits 

8) Stewardship 

During their presentation, the management 

team noted that "we welcome a relationship 

with ONA leadership that is mutually 

respectful and collaborative, that is 

consistent with our mission and values, 

and that focuses on resolving concerns 

promptly as they arise." The proposals  

they presented apply to both contracts.  

More details will be available soon at the 

Bargaining Update meetings and on the 

Sacred Heart Medical Center (SHMC) and 

(SHHCS) Home Care Services web pages.  

Per Diem Requirements  

The management team began with "an 

overhaul" of Article 3.6, which relates to  

Per Diem nurses. In framing their proposed 

changes, the employer noted that "the current 

system isn't working in our opinion."  

continued on page 2 
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Their proposal represents a restructure of Per Diem 

nurses that would effectively create three different 

classes of Per Diems. 

Under management's proposal; 

1. Per Diem I nurses would not be eligible  

to receive a pay differential in lieu of benefits  

2. Per Diem II nurses would receive a 15 percent 

differential in lieu of benefits 

3. Per Diem III nurses would receive a 20 percent 

differential in lieu of benefits 

Each level of Per Diem has different minimum requirements 

with the Per Diem III’s required to work every other weekend, 

two holidays and six shifts each cycle – 50 percent of which 

must be from a list of shifts designated by the Medical 

Center. Only shifts that are signed up for 30 days prior  

to posting will “count” towards meeting the new more 

stringent work requirements for Per Diem RNs. 

The number of nurses who can occupy Per Diem II and III 

positions would be based on availability criteria by the nurse 

and on "operational need as determined by the employer." 

The employer's proposal would require nurses to stay  

in their Per Diem classification for six months, upon 

which time the nurse or the employer could initiate a 

change to the nurse's classification (again, based on 

operational need). 

The ONA team had many questions for the employer  

(some still outstanding) about how this proposal might be 

implemented, what percentage of Per Diems would occupy 

each class, and whether this new system of categorization 

had ever been attempted at another PeaceHealth facility  

(it has not). The team brought up the issue of tracking and 

raised concern that there is no reliable tracking system  

in place now and with a new, more complex system of 

requirements, the Medical Center would be challenged  

to effectively implement its plan. 

Change in Definition of “Weekend” 

Moving on, the employer opened Article 9 Compensation, 

with a proposal to change the definition of "weekend" as  

it relates to the ONA contract, so that a "weekend" would 

commence at 11 p.m. on Friday and conclude at 11:30 p.m.  

on Sunday (eliminating the other language that's currently  

in place). The employer also proposed a change in the 

weekend differential from $1.75 an hour to $2 an hour to 

“compensate” for the takeaway in hours classified as 

weekend work. 

Members of the ONA team questioned how a change in  

the weekend definition might affect nurses who work night 

shifts. In an example of 12 hour night shift nurses, the 

employer said that there would be a "line of demarcation 

during that shift," so for some hours a nurses would receive 

the differential, for some s/he wouldn't. This would be a big 

change for night shift RNs. The night shift currently chooses 

(or is assigned either) Friday and Saturday or Saturday and 

Sunday as their weekend. Sunday night would no longer get 

the weekend differential under this proposal after 11:30 p.m. 

The ONA team is uncertain as to whether management 

would be able to schedule night shift nurses to work every 

Sunday and not be considered “consecutive weekends.” 

Low Census 

For Article 14.2 — Low Census; the medical center 

wants to eliminate low census protections for night shift 

(instead treating them like other nurses working in premium 

pay status) and to be able to move traveler nurses down on 

the low census list "if there is a contractual obligation to pay 

them." Currently, "agency" traveler and temporary nurses  

are first to go home in the event of low census days/hours. 

Under the employer's new proposal, traveler nurses would 

only be sent home first if their agency contract allowed the 

employer to send them home without the obligation to pay 

them. This would mean that ONA bargaining unit nurses 

could potentially be low censused first, while agency nurses 

are allowed to continue working without a reduction in hours. 

Continuing Education – Article 16 

With all the talk about the medical center’s goal of 

Magnet Status, management’s proposals don’t reflect  

a commitment to education for nurses.  

16.2 Management wants to eliminate the two hour pay 

requirement for nurses attending in service education or  

staff meetings. This comes at a time when they’re planning 

on holding monthly staff meetings so it will have an even 

greater impact. 

continued on page 3 

Employer’s Initial Proposals continued from page 1 
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16.3. The management team announced that they want  

to divert up to 35 percent of our contractually provided 

education days and dollars to "activities of the Shared 

Governance Councils." Currently, those funds are overseen 

by the nurse-governed Professional Nurse Care Committee 

(PNCC), which has processes in place to ensure that the 

most number of nurses possible have access to them.  

The Shared Governance councils will have staff nurse 

participation. But, this proposal would mean that 40-50 

nurses by management’s best guess would be able to use 

35 percent of the funds ($68,250). This would be in the 

range of $1,300 - $1,700 per nurse on the new Shared 

Governance Councils. The rest of the nurses would have to 

share the remaining funds amongst more than 1,200 nurses. 

Management didn’t propose adding even one penny to the 

tuition reimbursement fund which is currently only $55,000  

per year. With those limited funds, only 16-20 nurses a year 

are able to get assistance with their BSN or MSN classes. 

Currently, only 30 percent of the nurses have BSN degrees 

– that number has stayed flat for the last five years. Magnet 

status requires a plan to show how the Medical Center will 

reach 80 percent of the nursing staff obtaining BSNs –  

that’s approximately 625 more nurses that have to get  

BSN degrees or be working towards that goal. Asking  

nurses to foot the burden to achieve management’s goal  

is very troubling. 

The Medical Center also proposed taking away responsibility 

for managing distribution and approval of those funds from 

the PNCC. Rather, under the new language, "eligibility, 

application and reimbursement requirements" would be in 

the employer's hands.   

No Bus Passes 

Management's team proposed completely eliminating the 

bus pass benefit that nurses currently utilize to help offset 

parking/transportation costs associated with working at 

SHMC/SHHCS. (Article 20.6) 

Reduction in Access to PTO 

Finally, in Appendix B - Scheduled Time Off; the employer 

proposed a drastic change in how nurses can access their 

Paid Time Off (PTO). Current contract language ensures  

that absences under FMLA/OFLA or workers’ compensation 

are not included in the number of nurses granted PTO. The 

employer wants to completely change this practice, so that 

available PTO slots may be limited by these other forms of 

leave “based on operational need as determined by the 

Employer."   

The ONA team is still reviewing these and other proposals 

made by the employer, to get a better idea of how they might 

impact bargaining unit nurses.  

Thanks for Lunch! 

continued on page 4 

Employers Initial Proposals continued from page 2 

Labor and 

Delivery Nurse, 

pictured left,   

Erin Grace 

made lunch for 

our negotiating 

team. Thanks 

Erin! 

 

Your ONA team made many proposals Monday, April 21, 

and Friday, April 25, 2014. These proposals focus on 

priorities expressed by our members in our pre-negotiation 

survey. We will also be submitting additional proposals 

Monday, May 5. Still to come are proposals on Health 

Insurance; Overall Wage Proposal and Staffing language 

improvements.  

More details can be found soon on the ONA website and  

at our bargaining update meetings. Some of the priority 

proposals are: 

Article 8.5 Meals and Breaks: We proposed language 

that said the unit staffing plan’s nurse to patient assignment 

needs to be maintained at all times throughout the shift. This 

would mean that a nurse could not be expected to care for 

their patients and their “buddy’s patients” during meals and 

breaks. You’ve told us that this is a major barrier to your 

ability to get your legally and contractually mandated breaks. 

This is about safe patient care. We also proposed that if you 

do miss a break – you would get paid time and a half for that 

break time. 

ONA Submits Proposals to Address Nurses’ Concerns  

(also pictured—Lynda Pond and Suzanne Seeley) 
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ONA Submits Proposals to Address Nurses’ Concerns  

Article 8.6.4 Deviation from 

Anticipated Days Off ONA has 

heard from nurses that received very 

little notice of a schedule change – 

sometimes as little as a few minutes 

prior to posting. We’re also unsure 

about “reasonable efforts” being made 

to seek volunteers first or equitable 

rotation of these schedule changes.  

To address this issue, we proposed  

the following: 

8.6.4 – Deviation from 

Anticipated Days Off In the event 

that scheduling needs on a unit and 

shift require deviation from a nurse’s 

anticipated days off, reasonable efforts 

will be made to seek volunteers first 

and to seek equitable distribution of 

such deviations among nurses on the 

unit and shift.  If it is necessary to 

change a nurse’s anticipated days off, 

the Medical Center will make a 

reasonable effort to notify the nurse  

a minimum of 72 hours prior to the 

posting of the schedule by phone  

and work email. Upon request, the 

Association or individual nurse will 

receive information regarding the 

efforts made to seek volunteers, a 

list of nurses whose schedules were 

changed and evidence of equitable 

rotation amongst nurses on the unit 

and shift.  

Article 8.6.5 – Mandatory 

Overtime ONA proposed including 

the provisions of the law that explain 

the “rules” about Mandatory Overtime. 

This includes provisions that state that 

nurses, CNAs and LPNs, cannot be 

required to stay more than one hour 

beyond the “agreed upon shift.” 

Management recently sent out an 

email stating that CNAs could be made 

to stay 5 hours beyond an 8-hour shift. 

We believe this is a violation of the law 

and have pointed that out to 

management but they have refused to 

retract their communication.  

Article 8.9 and 8.10 –

Orientation and Floating. With 

the multitude of problems that occurred 

in the last two years with nurses being 

pressured to float to units without 

adequate orientation and promises of 

support that weren’t there, we 

proposed strengthening the language 

for cross-orientation to your cluster and 

to add this provision “If at any time, a 

nurse through this process states that 

they do not have the skills or 

experience required for the patient 

assignment, the nurse’s professional 

judgment must be respected.  In that 

situation, another nurse who has 

received sufficient orientation may be 

floated, or the assignment shall be 

modified.” 

Article 9.4.6 – Holiday Pay 

We proposed two changes to the 

holiday pay article:  

1) A nurse may voluntarily agree  

to work additional days during 

holiday weeks but will not be 

placed on the work schedule 

without their consent  

2) A nurse on call on a holiday will  

be paid at two times his/her regular 

hourly rate of pay for all time 

worked on such holiday.  

We also proposed increases in some of 

the differentials based on research and 

on internal equity. House Coordinators 

currently receive a $5 an hour differential 

and we proposed increasing that 

differential to $8 an hour. 

Differentials 

ONA also proposed two new 

differentials – a “Super Float Pool” 

Differential with a starting differential of 

$2.50 an hour and after completion of 

orientation a differential of $5 an hour  

and, a new Critical Care House Float 

Differential of $5 an hour.  

These differential proposals are based 

on the new expectations for these 

positions to maintain competencies in 

multiple units – for all but the most 

complex patients. These nurses are 

also being asked to attend staff 

meetings for all the units that they 

support. And, the literature shows that 

68% of employers pay some type of 

differential to Float Pool RNs.  

The Association also proposed an 

increase in weekend differential 

from $1.75 to $2.25 per hour; 

Certification Pay from $1 to $1.75 per 

hour and preceptor pay from $1.35 to 

$2.00. We will be proposing an 

increase in BSN and MSN differentials 

at our next session. 

Education 

Article 16.4 – Tuition 

Reimbursement ONA proposed 

that Sacred Heart and ONA work 

collaboratively to start an on-site  

ADN-BSN program and that tuition 

costs would be split for that program 

80%  paid by Sacred Heart and 20% 

by the nurse with stipulations such as a 

passing grade and two year time 

commitment to remain employed at 

Sacred Heart. In the article about 

management’s proposals, you can see 

that they proposed no increase to the 

tuition reimbursement program. We 

also brought to the table, a suggestion 
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ONA Submits Proposals to Address Nurses’ Concerns continued from page 4 

that the Medical Center participate in a 

State Loan Repayment Program that 

two nurses from the Johnson Unit have 

researched. The program, with 

increased funds available due to  the 

Affordable Care Act, matches dollar for 

dollar the amount the facility would 

agree to put toward loan repayment for 

qualified nurses.  

For Home Care Services 

The Association proposed a Staffing 

Taskforce to determine appropriate 

staffing models which take into 

account:  

 Acuity of individual patients 

 Accurate timeframes for 

performing nursing functions such 

as admission visits, Oasis visits, 

case management functions, care 

coordination, complicated wound 

care 

 Driving time 

 An additional focus should be to 

improve the ability of nurses to 

take legally and contractually 

mandated meal periods and 

breaks and to ensure assignments 

are designed to match the 

contractually agreed upon  

shift length. 

The Association also proposed an 

increase in paid time for the 

Professional Nursing Care Committee 

(PNCC) meetings from 15 hours a 

quarter to 25 hours for nurse 

representatives. 

We proposed new language for Per 

Diem nurses that states that they 

shall not be penalized for not 

meeting required work credits due 

to “lack of opportunity.” The  

Hospice Per Diem RNs have been hurt 

by the lack of work available in the 

hospice program and we think it’s good 

sense that they shouldn’t have to worry 

about losing their positions during this 

difficult time. 

ONA also proposed language to 

increase the numbers of nurses that 

can be off at any time (Appendix B). 

We agreed to a reduction in the 

number of nurses in the last contracts 

mostly due to Home Health’s difficulty 

with staffing. We think they’ve had 

adequate time to get their staffing 

problems addressed and let nurses 

use their earned time off. 

Finally, we proposed language for 

Home Care to bring the on-call 

positions into alignment through  

the Appendices. There are still some 

inequities between these positions and 

we don’t believe that’s fair to the 

nurses in these important roles. 

Still to come We’re looking at a 

proposal regarding the problems 

caused by Kronos for Home Care. This 

time keeping system doesn’t work well 

for nurses that are in the field and there 

are countless exception logs, payroll 

errors and “work arounds” occurring to 

try and make this system work for the 

agency. This is an example of 

PeaceHealth’s “standardization” 

approach not working and we’d like to 

address this during these negotiations. 

We’ll have a Home Care negotiation 

session on Thursday, May, 8
  
in the 

Support Services building at University 

District, 4
th
 Floor, Siskiyou – observers 

are welcome. We will likely start at 9 

a.m. – contact a team member with 

questions. 

 

Be ONA’s Guest at Lunch! 

Governor Kitzhaber  

to be Special CE Day Luncheon Speaker 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 

Just In! 

Governor John Kitzhaber will be our special 

guest and luncheon speaker 12 – 1:30 p.m. 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014. 

ONA members are invited to attend the Continuing 

Education(CE) Day. If you are unable to attend the 

entire day, you are still invited to attend the 

luncheon at no charge. 

CE Day is part of ONA’s 2014 Convention, “Stability 

in the Storm: Nursing’s Role and Authority in a 

Changing Environment,” and will be held on May 20 at 

the Holiday Inn, Wilsonville. 
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ONA CE Day—Still time to register! 

Constituent Association 5 has 

already selected its representatives  

to the House of Delegates, for 

Wednesday, May 21, but there is  

still time to sign up for ONA’s CE Day. 

Please join us for an exciting 

educational event that explores how 

nurses can be the solid foundation 

during health care transformation 

and learn how we can be proactive 

and help lead the way through seas 

of change.  

Barbara Blakeney, MS, RN, 

FNAP,Innovation Advisor, Center  

for Innovations in Care Delivery, 

Massachusetts General Hospital will 

deliver keynote address our  keynote 

address entitled  

“Thriving in Challenging 

Times: Keeping Our  

Knees Bent” 

 

Breakout sessions will cover: 

 Communicating in Conflict  

for Collaboration 

 Threats and Opportunities:  

Nurse Staffing Campaign 

 Trends and Case Studies  

in Board of Nursing Actions 

 Health Care Transformation: 

Emerging Roles for Nurses 

 

 Sharing Pathways to 

Leadership:  

A Panel Discussion 

 

Visit  www.OregonRN.org for more 

information about ONA’s CE Day  

and to register for lunch with  

Governor Kitzhaber. 

ONA Members:  

You Must RSVP for lunch here 

 

Questions? Please reply to 

vanzyl@oregonrn.org.  

Governor John Kitzhaber signing House Bill 2902 – Nurse Practitioner Payment Parity Law 

http://www.oregonrn.org/


Change in Practice  

by Hospital Administration  

Regarding  

ONA Communications 

Until just this past week, Sacred Heart management 

has customarily forwarded brief email announcements 

from  

ONA (including links to the association's webpage) to nurses 

using employee intranet. We have many examples of the 

employer complying with this practice (even as recently as 

two weeks ago), as is consistent with Article 2 in our 

collective bargaining agreement, which states: 

“2.2   Bulletin Boards and Intranet”   

The Medical Center shall provide space for posting of 

Association notices and newsletters on a bulletin board 

designated by the nursing supervisor in each nursing unit 

and accessible to all staff nurses. The Association shall  

also be allowed to post notices on the Intranet maintained  

by PeaceHealth, provided that the Association follows the 

established procedures and approval process for such 

postings.  All notices allowed under this paragraph shall  

be limited to the date, time, place and subject matter of 

proceedings, lists of Association committee members, 

notices of joint Association/Medical Center committee 

activities, and references to the Association’s website. 

On April 17, however, Sacred Heart refused to send out  

an email from ONA regarding our "welcome the team"  

event on the opening day of negotiations. 

First, the employer asked ONA to revise the original email 

and send a link to the Association’s website (rather than 

provide time/date information in the the email text). Upon 

making the requested change (providing a link to the ONA 

webpage with more detailed event info instead), the 

employer refused to send the message at all, “due to 

content” of the link itself. The objectionable content, which 

points out that employee satisfaction at SHMC is at an  

all-time low, can be read on ONA's webpage. 

ONA has a longstanding practice of sending emails out 

through Sacred Heart’s email system to our nurses and 

providing “references to the Association’s website.” 

Further, ONA staff is not aware of PeaceHealth ever 

refusing to send out a message that ONA has requested 

sent in the past. 

ONA is very concerned about the employer's refusal to 

send the message to nurses, particularly as we begin 

contract negotiations. The message in question was 

treated differently than other messages the Association  

has distributed via hospital intranet. ONA is considering  

its options to address this issue – including an Association 

Grievance and/or Unfair Labor Practice. 

Meanwhile, many nurses have already provided ONA  

with their personal email addresses and our Contract  

Action Team (CAT) is helping to quickly get the word out  

to staff about important updates and activities related to 

bargaining.  We’ll need to increase the distribution of printed 

newsletters and meeting notices so that you are all able  

to receive information about these contract negotiations – 

thanks to the CAT for their efforts! 

 

To update your personal email address with ONA, contact 

Lydia at hallay@oregonrn.org. 
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